
Each block is 4.5”x 4.5”.  We will be making 4 blocks 


Each block contains: 13, 2.5” squares    (See block diagram)

   - 4 background squares

   - 8 flap squares

   - 1 Window square (Window squares are added after blocks are sewn together)

         -cut 8 extra squares to use as “windows” on the sides and corners.

   -See information below for total number of squares needed for the mini quilt/
potholder


Color & Fabric choices

- Fabric: Mini Charm squares, or Charm squares, 2 1/2” strips cut to size.  Or, 
cut from your stash.  You will also need a 10” square for backing AND batting, 
and also a 42” strip for binding.                                                                                                                              
- Color: The possibilities are endless but since this is your first one, try to pick 3 
values.  I would avoid large scale fabrics with large value changes. Fabric in 
which the colors blend together well, such as batiks would be fine. (Avoid for 
example, white fabric with dark green Christmas trees (distinct “objects” in a 
print) as they will not show up well and can be a distraction from the windows. 
You can use the diagram to plan your color choices.  Also, see my examples or 
ask me.


Please have ALL  2 1/2” SQUARES READY BEFORE CLASS! 

   - 16 background squares   

   - 32 flap squares…Fold diagonally and press (please do before 
class)

   - 5 main window squares + 8 extra for sides and corners of quilt.

   - 1, 9.5-10” square for backing

   - 1, 9.5-10” square of batting

   - 42” of 2 1/4 or 2 1/2” fabric for binding


Sewing supplies

  - Sewing machine with sturdy needle (80/12 should be fine), scissors

  - Thread- Piecing plus your choice of thread for quilting. 

  - preferably clips vs pins (You will be sewing through more than 2 layers of 
fabric) I will bring a few extra for you to borrow.

  - A stiletto is helpful or something pointy.

  - Walking foot (because of all the layers) (Helpful-open toe walking foot) 

  - 1/4” foot or whatever your method is to achieve 1/4”

You can google Lisa Ellis quilter, to get an idea of the results you can achieve 
with this method.  




  



